
 

 

 

 

Information for the Exhibition 

All collectors and participants are invited to bring beautiful, special or just exceptional specimens 

from their collection to present them at the exhibition. 

 

Technical Information: 

 Lockable cabinets and showcases will be provided for the exhibition. Nevertheless the 

responsibility for the displayed specimens remains with the owner. 

 

 Everyone who likes to participate to the exhibition, please fill out the corresponding column 

on the registration form. A phone number or e-mail for queries is needed ! 

 

 
How to fill out the required space?  
 
The necessary space can be evaluated by placing the designated specimens closely together on a table. 
Every fossil should be clearly visible. Please consider also some spacing for the labels. 
Measure the length and width of a rectangle area which encloses the fossils. These dimensions must be 
entered in the registration form. 

Please make your own labels for the individual specimens. A useable size is for example 8 cm x 5 cm.   
  
 Content:   fossil name, geological formation, locality, collection name. 
   Mandatory are locality and collection name. For the rest use best judgement 
   (Fossil name = "Nileus ?"  is okay!)  
 Font:   Type size should be large enough to be readable from a distance of 50 cm  
   (handwriting, typewriter or printer). 
 
If something special is needed for the display of the fossils, everyone has to bring it along (e.g. magnifier, a 
stand or a positioner with detailed pictures, etc.) 

 

 

 Saturday 8th October 2016 at 9 o'clock the buildup of the exhibition will start. Everyone is 

self in charge for the buildup and cutback of their displayed specimens. A coordinator 

assigns the corresponding display area in the designated cabinets, according to the 

declared space needed. 

  

 Deadline for the registration for the exhibition is 02nd October 2016 at 24:00.  

If the available space is already used up prior to the deadline, it will be announced on this 

website. At this point no further requests for space will be accepted.  

 

3rd German Conference on Trilobites 
 

8th and 9th October 2016, Museum für Naturkunde Berlin 

„Trilobites – Fascinating Marine Animals from the Palaeozoic“  


